Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a heterogenous entity whose main sign is barely reversible chronic airflow limitation (CAL) caused by the interaction of smoking, other environmental pollutants, infections and, less certainly, eosinophilic bronchial inflammation. Recent studies, however, have suggested that these factors should be investigated at the onset of disease in order to improve the efficacy of interventions on clinical course. Such an approach is justified because it is likely that we have overemphasized the study and treatment of advanced stages of COPD. The problem of a large and growing number of patients with COPD has been linked to two factors: a) that the onset of disease is insidious and the morbidity of the condition is clearly underestimated by the patient, such that the specialist is consulted late, and b) that physicians—particularly those in primary care—are insufficiently aware of the epidemiology of the problem. When proactive programs to detect COPD are set in motion, the results never cease to amaze us. A recent study, for example, found that up to 22% of unsuspected COPD cases were diagnosed through a primary care screening program. Moreover, the future offers little hope, given that COPD, now the sixth cause of death worldwide, is expected to become the second by 2020. From this perspective, we derive the need to review inflammatory events during the spirometrically “silent” phase, which is to say, we feel the need to know more about how ventilatory function parameters correlate with patient symptoms and particularly with underlying inflammatory airways disease (IAD) when patients are not yet ill (forced expiratory volume in one second [FEV₁] >80% and the ratio FEV₁/forced vital capacity [FVC] >70%). What usually happens during the period before spirometric change is that the patient is said to have chronic smoker’s bronchitis, a diagnosis that perhaps lacks specificity. The patient, in turn, blames smoking as the overall cause of symptoms and does not consider continuing to work with his or her physician, or possibly the physician might prescribe antibiotics or a mucolytic agent. Paradoxically, placing too much emphasis on smoking gives rise to failure to prevent rapid deterioration of lung function, which develops only in some smokers.

If there is a need for a description of underlying IAD in the smoker, a parallel example is asthma, where there are 3 stages in the progression of disease: subclinical IAD, symptomatic IAD, and finally lung function involvement. A single instance of spirometric findings within the normal range in a smoker gives, therefore, insufficient information. It would be more useful to know the rate of FEV₁ decline in that patient, and we should therefore give close attention to epidemiological studies that analyze the reasons for such loss in smokers in order to apply the findings in clinical practice.

We know that only one of every 5 or 6 smokers is susceptible to the development of COPD meaning that over the years CAL will make its appearance as a result of excessive decline in FEV₁. The annual decline is approximately 90 mL for a smoker and 20 mL for a nonsmoker. Nevertheless, many years ago Burrows et
al et al used regression modelling to establish that smoking predicts only 15% of the variability in FEV₁ deterioration. Other additional risk factors must therefore be explored. Besides poor lung function due to childhood bronchial infections and to the rare presence of α₁-antitrypsin deficit, FEV₁ deterioration in smokers may be linked to asthma — or more specifically to bronchial hyperreactivity and airflow inflammation. Three epidemiological studies published in recent years allow us to be certain that the asthmatic will develop irreversible CAL when smoking is an additional risk factor. Apostol et al analyzed FEV₁ decline in 4000 individuals, concluding that a pathological reduction in FEV₁ was reached in 17.8% of smoker asthmatics but only in 8.5% of nonsmoker asthmatics. A synergistic effect of smoking on asthma also emerged in the Copenhagen City Heart Study, which followed 17 000 subjects for 18 years. The mean FEV₁ for 60-year-old smokers without asthma was 3.05 L — higher than the mean of 1.99 L for asthmatics of equal age and height who did not smoke. Finally, Tracey et al reported that atopy and bronchial hyperreactivity were significant predictors of FEV₁ decline in smokers over 65 years old. From these studies we can infer that there is a striking synergistic effect between the inflammation associated with asthma and the inflammation caused by smoking, and we must not fail to take it into consideration when examining an individual patient. These studies are consistent with the Dutch hypothesis concerning chronic obstruction of airways, specifically that there is a common origin for asthma and COPD related initially to allergic sensitization and bronchial hyperreactivity and then to a set of variables, including smoking, that eventually lead to distinct CAL phenotypes.

For many years we have known that smoking first causes permanent bronchial IAD without tissue destruction or fibrosis, and we therefore assume that IAD is potentially reversible. But is the IAD of smokers who develop CAL different from that of smokers who do not? Smokers who develop COPD have greater inflammation and fibrosis in addition to smooth muscle hypertrophy, and inflammation can be progressive. Neutrophils are present in the bronchial lumen of patients with COPD and a greater number of CD8 lymphocytes are present in the bronchial wall of smokers who develop COPD than of smokers who do not. Nevertheless, other tissue studies have shown that CAL is associated with the presence of active submucosal eosinophils in the large bronchi of smokers but not of nonsmokers with CAL. The number of eosinophils is also known to increase during exacerbations of chronic bronchitis and the increase has recently been related to the presence of eosinophil chemoattractants (RANTES), although we do not know whether the increase persists in the postacute phase. In fact, the known efficacy of corticosteroids against the re-exacerbation of COPD may be due to the predominance of airway eosinophilia in the pattern of bronchial inflammation. More and more studies are calling into question the rigid distinctions between COPD and asthma from the vantage of IAD, and entities considered “bridges” between COPD and asthma are being described with extraordinary frequency: eosinophilia in COPD, COPD with mastocytosis of the bronchial mucosa, asthma with neutrophil predominance, bronchitis with eosinophilia, and more. Some authors advocate that CAL be considered a syndrome or the end result of a wide range of conditions, encompassing such entities as extrinsic juvenile asthma and smoker’s emphysema, that lead to permanent airflow obstruction.

A study of the onset of chronic bronchitis published over 10 years ago warned of greater FEV₁ decline in the presence of eosinophilia and encouraged early treatment with steroids based on their potential ability to slow down the rate of deterioration. The most important progress in analyzing IAD has come with the availability of induced sputum, a reliable, reproducible sampling technique for analyzing IAD in situ rather than indirectly in circulating blood. By using sputum induction researchers have been able to describe such processes as eosinophilic bronchitis, an eosinophilic inflammation of the airway in which sputum eosinophil counts exceed 2% before spirometric abnormalities or bronchial hyperreactivity can be detected. Very little is known about the true prevalence of early inflammatory airway eosinophilia, but research in this area may be crucial—particularly in smokers given that their inflammation might be reversible with antiinflammatory treatment. Rather than insisting on the simplistic position that smokers have COPD because they smoke, research is trying to determine relevant additional characteristics of specific smokers by analyzing early IAD more carefully while we wait a few years for genetic analysis to tell us definitively whether or not certain smokers are susceptible to accelerated loss of FEV₁.

The old concept of chronic bronchitis as cough and/or expectoration lasting longer than 3 months for 2 consecutive years does little to help us distinguish chronic bronchitis from the initial stages of asthma. Nevertheless, that definition is still widely subscribed, leading to disagreement when its application discourages further enquiry, as both physician and patient blame smoking for all symptoms. Studies of symptoms that distinguish chronic bronchitis from asthma have confirmed variations in the credibility of established diagnoses. León Fábregas et al, for example, demonstrated the utility of the International Union against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease respiratory symptom questionnaire, which led to correct diagnosis of 91% of chronic bronchitis patients and asthmatics. In Holland, Thiadens et al analyzed 80 subjects with chronic bronchitis symptoms evaluated by questionnaires, spirometry and methacholine challenge.
testing, finding that 36.9% were in fact asthmatics. Turner-Warwick and Openshaw\textsuperscript{17} asserted that a history of chronic expectoration does not rule out a diagnosis of asthma given that 43% of their asthmatic patients also met the diagnostic criteria for chronic bronchitis. The reason for such disagreement may be inconsistency in diagnosing asthma, especially when onset is late, and also the confounding of symptoms in asthmatics who smoke. An expert panel convened by the US National Asthma Education and Prevention Program\textsuperscript{18} issued guidelines stating that asthma should also be suspected in the presence of the following signs and symptoms: cough, expectoration, wheezing, chest tightness, or dyspnea. The Normative Aging Study of 1995 established that individuals with chronic respiratory complaints such as asthma, wheezing, dyspnea, chronic cough, and sputum production had greater bronchial hyperreactivity and higher circulating eosinophil counts than a control group without such complaints, once the data had been adjusted for age and smoking.\textsuperscript{19} It is therefore quite possible that the adult asthmatic with eosinophilic bronchial inflammation might suffer all symptoms of chronic bronchitis and continue smoking, defying the general opinion that asthmatics smoke less (although this may in fact occur in extrinsic juvenile asthma). Very few studies have enrolled smokers in groups of asthmatics for fear of confusing asthma with COPD, and as a result the mystery still surrounds the coexistence of smoking-related IAD alongside IAD mediated by eosinophilic inflammation. When studies have looked at CAL without specifying whether it arises from chronic bronchitis or asthma, however, they have demonstrated that prolonged sputum production and occasional wheezing have proven to be signs of inflammatory response of mucosa in smokers and such response may become bronchial hyperreactivity or eosinophilia in blood or sputum, and that both signs point to eosinophilic inflammation of the bronchial mucosa.\textsuperscript{4,19-21} It may be that the trees (cigarette smoke) obscure our view of the forest (the full range of inflammatory response).

Eosinophilic bronchitis, which is being reported more often since the advent of induced sputum in clinical practice, is present in over 20% of patients with chronic cough, with cough variant asthma (chronic bronchitis but with bronchial hyperreactivity), and with respiratory symptoms but no functional changes, and even in those with gastroesophageal reflux.\textsuperscript{22} Diagnosing eosinophilic bronchitis is important because it can progress to irreversible CAL and because it can be effectively treated with inhaled corticosteroids.\textsuperscript{23} This clinical entity, which is clearly also associated with asthma, has been demonstrated in preasthmatic states (subclinical IAD) and, according to a recent study, is clearly pathogenic given that treatment with beclomethasone lasting 3 months was unable to prevent progression to asthma in 13% after one year.\textsuperscript{5} Early IAD has been studied less intensely in COPD than in asthma. Linden et al\textsuperscript{24} demonstrated more neutrophil and eosinophil derived markers in bronchial lavage fluids of chronic bronchitis patients who were smokers without CAL than in lavage fluid from chronic bronchitis patients with CAL. Furthermore, patients with chronic bronchitis who have already developed COPD are known to have two types of IAD that are becoming more and more distinguishable: neutrophilic and eosinophilic COPD. Airway neutrophilia is more evident in severe COPD.\textsuperscript{11} Chanez et al\textsuperscript{25} however, studying smokers with CAL but no signs of asthma and negative bronchodilator tests, reported that up to 50% of their patients had higher eosinophil counts and cationic protein levels in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid and that they therefore responded in the steroid trial. Pizzichini et al\textsuperscript{26} also reported that induced sputum tests showed signs of chronic eosinophilic inflammation in over 40% of patients with COPD.

Bronchial hyperreactivity in turn seems to take on the role of main indicator of IAD in asthma and very probably in chronic bronchitis, given that it must be considered the sign that accompanies respiratory symptoms. Triggers of bronchial hyperreactivity have been classified as provocative factors and allergens. Depending on the degree of underlying hyperreactivity, provocative factors may cause different degrees of acute reversible obstruction, mainly by bronchospasm (eg, smoke inhalation, pharmacological agents or cold air). Allergens, on the other hand, cause hyperreactivity by way of an inflammatory process (viral infection, allergen inhalation, low molecular weight sensitizers, and ozone). It is unknown whether tobacco smoke can cause bronchial hyperreactivity through the presence of an allergen in smoke to which only certain individuals would be susceptible. If such is the case, they would in fact be “atypical atopic” smokers, if that expression can be used. Consistent with this interpretation, a curious study from Japan reported the possibility that tobacco smoke can induce acute eosinophilic IAD (eosinophilic pneumonia) in smokers, demonstrated by a tobacco smoke provocation test and by a positive test of lymphocytic stimulation by cigarette extracts.\textsuperscript{27} As early as 1976, Barter and Campbell\textsuperscript{28} demonstrated that smokers who had a positive methacholine challenge test suffered greater FEV\textsubscript{1} decline over the years than did those whose tests were negative. Many later studies that have also traced the parallel evolution of bronchial hyperreactivity and spirometry have similarly found a significant correlation not only of bronchial hyperreactivity with FEV\textsubscript{1} decline but also with respiratory symptoms of all types (cough, dyspnea, expectoration, chest tightness, wheezing, etc).\textsuperscript{20,21} After examining the evidence discussed here, we can agree that smoking is the main risk factor for
developing scarcely reversible CAL. Nevertheless, we must ask whether it is enough for us to act only to encourage the patient to quit smoking to keep airway inflammation from progressing beyond its early stages. That has been assumed to be the case since the well-known, and recently reaffirmed, epidemiological study of Anthonisen et al²⁹ related smoking and CAL. However, the unanswered question would be whether all smokers have the same IAD. I will conclude with two assertions: a) it may be useful to perform a broad study using induced sputum and bronchial hyperreactivity testing of smokers with chronic respiratory symptoms and spirometry within the normal range, because it may be possible to achieve early identification of high-risk patients who are responsive to antiinflammatory treatment, further justifying, if necessary, the effective and reasoned advice to quit smoking, and b) now may be the moment to clear our minds of dogmas that assign a diagnosis of chronic bronchitis/COPD to a smoker with chronic symptoms, because it may be that by thinking only about the smoke we may be missing the fire. By accepting the term “chronic airflow limitation syndrome” we may open up a wider field of vision, an intellectual position that is nearly always advisable when reflecting on complex issues.
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